Airworthiness Directive Schedule

Propellers
DUC Hélices H-FLR2 (FLAIR-2) Series
28 June 2018

Notes:
1. This AD schedule is applicable to H-FLR2 (FLAIR-2) series propellers manufactured by SOCIÉTÉ DUC (trading as DUC Hélices Propellers) under EASA Type Certificate Number P.037.
2. EASA is the National Airworthiness Authority (NAA) responsible for the issue of State of Design Airworthiness Directives (ADs) for these propellers. State of Design ADs applicable to these propellers can be obtained directly from the EASA web site at http://ad.easa.europa.eu/
3. The date above indicates the amendment date of this schedule.
4. New or amended ADs are shown with an asterisk *
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Applicability: DUC Hélices H-FLR2_5-D-I_C propellers, all S/N.

Effective Date: 28 June 2018